Abstract—Novel dynamically reconfigurable low-loss high impedance and frequency selective metasurfaces (FSmSs) are presented, operating at around 15 GHz and incorporating compact piezoelectric actuators. The high impedance metasurface (HIS) consists of an array of metallic elements printed on a thin dielectric substrate, placed over a ground plane, and supported by the actuators. Under a dc bias, the actuators produce a displacement between the two layers, resulting in a change in the reflection phase response. Furthermore, novel multilayer FSmSs are proposed achieving significant tuning of their passband response with low losses. The FSmSs consist of three closely spaced periodic arrays of subwavelength nonresonant elements, namely, an array of metallic square loops placed between two arrays of square apertures in metallic sheets, separated by air cavities. The combination of the square loop array and one of the square aperture arrays produces a high impedance surface response, which is tuned using the piezoelectric actuators. This in turn alters the resonance condition of the complete FSmS structure and thus the central frequency of the passband. The structures have been investigated through simulations and measurements with good agreement, achieving an experimental frequency tuning range of 17% for the HIS and of 8.8% for the FSmS as well as a maximum phase shift of over 177° for the HIS at approximately 14 GHz.

Index Terms—Frequency selective surfaces (FSSs), high impedance surfaces (HIS), piezoelectric actuators, reconfiguration.

I. INTRODUCTION

METASURFACES are typically 2-D metamaterial structures [1], [2] formed by periodic arrays of metallic elements printed on dielectric substrates or apertures etched off metallic sheets. A periodic surface can be characterized as a metasurface if it consists of unit cells with subwavelength dimensions and exhibits extraordinary electromagnetic properties. Metasurfaces have been extensively investigated due to their properties such as negative [3] or near-zero refractive index [4], cloaking [5], anomalous reflection [6], focusing [7], and other applications.

A useful electromagnetic property that can be obtained from metasurfaces is an engineered reflection phase for impinging electromagnetic waves. This is typically achieved when the periodic array is printed on a grounded dielectric substrate or placed at close proximity over a ground plane [8]–[11]. This type of metasurfaces which were introduced in [8], are called high impedance surfaces (HIS). For a specific frequency they exhibit a reflection phase of zero, acting as artificial magnetic conductors (AMCs). This characteristic makes them eligible for numerous applications such as ground planes in printed antennas [8] or in resonant cavity antennas for reducing their profile [9], [10]. Other applications of HIS type structures include reflectarrays [12], polarization converters [13], and holographic surfaces [14]. Furthermore, several tunable HIS structures have been proposed in the past few years using active components such as varactor diodes [15]–[17]. These components have been successfully employed for applications at low microwave frequencies, but are not suitable for higher frequencies mainly due to high losses and parasitic effects. Moreover, tunable HIS surfaces acting as reflectarrays have been proposed for mm-wave and sub-mm-wave frequencies based on microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [18], [19] and liquid crystals [20], respectively. A more detailed overview of tuning techniques for HIS or reflectarray type structures including a qualitative comparison of the technologies is given in [21]. More recently, the use of linear piezoelectric actuators has been proposed for the dynamic control of a HIS operated as a phase shifting surface at frequencies around 60 GHz [22]. However, linear piezoelectric actuators achieve only a very limited displacement which is only useful toward the high end of the mm-wave band.

Frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) have attracted a lot of interest over the past decades for their filtering properties [23]–[30]. They typically consist of elements with larger unit cell dimensions compared to metasurfaces and exhibit total reflection (conducting element) or total transmission (aperture elements) at their resonance frequency [23], [24]. A number of element geometries have been investigated such as dipole, square or circular patches or apertures. Additionally, convoluted elements, such as spirals or more complicated geometries have been reported for miniaturization purposes. Still, the operation of these designs is based on the elements’ resonance. Thus, in order to obtain tuning of an FSS response, a change on the effective size of the element has to be performed. This has been achieved by introducing varactor [25] or PIN diodes [26] on each element for low frequency applications, or MEMS [27], [28] and ferroelectric varactors [29] for mm-wave frequencies. Moreover, tunable substrates have been employed, where by changing the permittivity of the substrate,
the guided wavelength is changed resulting in a different operating frequency. Such tunable substrates can be ferroelectric substrates [30] for lower microwave frequencies which have the disadvantage of high losses, and liquid crystals which are suitable for higher mm-wave frequencies but also exhibit high losses and low switching speeds [31], [32].

In this paper, we present three main contributions to the design and implementation of dynamically tunable HIS and FSS structures:

First, a low-loss technique for tuning high impedance metasurfaces at lower mm-wave bands is presented and experimentally demonstrated. The tuning is achieved by virtue of employing a small number of piezoelectric bender actuators that can achieve a significantly higher displacement under a dc bias compared to previously reported linear piezoelectric actuators. The high impedance metasurface (HIS) consists of an array of metallic elements printed on a thin dielectric substrate, placed over a ground plane, and supported by four actuators (Fig. 1). It is important to note that the actuators are placed around the HIS array, thereby not interfering with its radiation performance and hence resulting in a particularly low loss structure, which is especially challenging at mm-wave frequencies. A displacement is produced by the actuators when they are biased with a dc voltage, changing thus the distance between the HIS array and the ground and resulting in a change of the reflection phase response of the structure.

The second contribution of this paper is a novel design of multilayer frequency selective metasurfaces (FSmSs). In contrast to conventional FSS, the proposed FSmS consist of multiple layers of nonresonant subwavelength periodic metasurfaces. In particular, a periodic array of square loop elements is placed between two periodic arrays of square apertures on metallic sheets, separated by thin subwavelength air cavities (see Fig. 6). The combination of the square loop array and one of the square aperture arrays produces a HIS response. The overall passband response of the FSmS is produced by the resonance of the formed subwavelength cavities and not by the resonance of the elements of the arrays.

The third contribution of this paper is the dynamic tuning of the response of the proposed FSmS. This is achieved by tuning the HIS response using the actuators (by changing the distance between the two surfaces) which in turn alters the resonance condition of the complete structure and thus the central frequency of the passband of the proposed FSmS. The design and tunability of the proposed FSmS is presented. The angular stability is also studied and discussed. Simulation and measurement results are presented validating the proposed concept.

II. TUNABLE HIGH IMPEDANCE METASURFACE

The proposed high impedance metasurface shown in Fig. 1(a) consists of a doubly periodic array of square loop metallic elements [24], printed on a 0.055 mm thick dielectric substrate with \( \varepsilon_r = 3 \) and \( \tan \delta = 0.0018 \) placed at distance \( t \) from a ground plane. It should be pointed out here that the HIS performance is related to the resonance of an open cavity formed between the periodic array and the ground as explained in [11], resulting in a strong dependence of the reflection phase on the cavity distance \( t \).

A. Design of Tunable HIS Structure

The unit cell of the proposed tunable HIS is shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). The periodicity of the structure is \( p = 6.5 \) mm, the outer dimension of the square loop is \( d_i = 5.57 \) mm, the inner square loop dimension is \( d_a = 3.34 \) mm and the initial cavity thickness is set to \( t = 0.6 \) mm. The dimensions and the geometry of the structure have been chosen so that a reflection phase of zero is obtained at around 15 GHz with a fast variation of the reflection phase with frequency which makes the structure more sensitive to changes of the cavity distance [11]. The periodic surface is supported by four piezoelectric actuators placed at the four corners. A change in the biasing voltage of the bender actuators is translated to a bending of the actuators and thus a vertical displacement of the surface with respect to the ground plane [Fig. 1(a)]. In order to evaluate the tuning range and the maximum phase shift that can be achieved from the proposed HIS, simulations have been carried out in CST Microwave Studio simulation software. The displacement achieved by the bender actuators is modeled in the software as a parametric change of the cavity thickness \( t \).

Periodic boundary conditions have been employed to reduce the calculations of an infinite structure into a single unit cell and full wave analysis has been carried out in CST with normally incident plane wave excitation to extract its reflection characteristics. The simulated phase of the reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 2(b) for different cavity distances which correspond to a displacement from zero \( t = 0.6 \) mm) to 1.6 mm \( t = 2.2 \) mm). The corresponding reflection magnitude is shown in Fig. 2(a). For a displacement \( \Delta t \) of just 0.4 mm, a 142° phase shift has been obtained for operation at 15 GHz while for a displacement \( \Delta t = 1.6 \) mm the obtained phase shift at the same frequency is about 190°. The maximum phase shift for this displacement is 243° at 13.46 GHz [Fig. 2(c)]. Furthermore, the frequency where the AMC response occurs, i.e., where the reflection phase is equal to zero, is tuned from 15.53 to 10.85 GHz for \( \Delta t = 1.6 \) mm. It is worth noting that as
the cavity thickness increases, the HIS resonance is weaker and the slope in the reflection phase is decreased [11]. This results in a nonlinear tuning of the phase response. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 2(c) where the phase shift $\Delta \varphi$ versus the displacement $\Delta t$ is depicted for frequencies 13.46 and 15 GHz.

### B. Piezoelectric Bender Actuators

The tuning concept in this paper is based on the use of piezoelectric bender actuators that dynamically change the cavity thickness of the HIS. Therefore, the maximum tuning range of the structure depends on the maximum displacement produced by the actuators. The bender actuators proposed for this application are built from two layers of ceramic plates placed on top of each other [Fig. 3(a)]. Each ceramic layer has the property of expanding or contracting when exposed to positive or negative electrical potential, respectively, due to the inverse piezoelectric phenomenon. Different voltages are applied to the upper and lower layer through the three electrodes (+V, 0, −V) provoking an expansion to the upper layer and a contraction to the lower one. This phenomenon creates a bending of the actuator, similar to the principle of thermostatic bimetals that translate the small change in the length of the ceramic plates into a large vertical displacement [Fig. 1(a)]. The total displacement of a piezoelectric bender actuator depends on its total length. The proposed actuators have a quick time response in the order of milliseconds and can achieve displacements up to several millimeters with a blocking force of up to a few newtons [33]. In the proposed design, the actuators that have been employed are the commercial activators PL140.11 from Physik Instrumente [Fig. 3(b)]. They are 45 mm long, 11 mm wide and 0.6 mm thick and can achieve a maximum displacement of 1 mm for a biasing voltage of 60 V with a nominal error of ±20%.

### C. Fabrication and Measurements

A prototype of the proposed structure has been fabricated and tested to validate the simulation results. A periodic array of 38 × 38 copper square loop elements printed on a 0.055 mm thick, polyester film ($\varepsilon_r = 3$) with overall dimensions 240 mm × 240 mm (∼12λ × 12λ) has been used for the measurement (Fig. 4). The periodic surface has been glued to polystyrene foam ($\varepsilon_r \approx 1$) to make it rigid while keeping it lightweight, and then positioned on top of the ground plane supported by the piezoelectric actuators. In this experimental configuration, for simplicity, the periodic surface is merely supported by the actuators in a horizontal position. However, well known mechanical techniques can be applied to provide a more robust supporting structure with the actuators. Based on the above, the initial cavity distance has been set from the thickness of the actuators (∼0.6 mm).
and has then increased by applying voltage to the electrodes. Two horn antennas have been used to measure the reflection characteristics of the proposed HIS, one as a transmitter and one as a receiver, aiming the structure under test with a small angle of incidence/reflection. The measured reflection phase for biasing voltages $V = 0$–$60$ V is presented in Fig. 5. Significant tuning has been achieved with the AMC (zero phase) frequency shifting from 15.32 GHz to slightly less than 13 GHz ($\sim 17\%$ tuning range). In addition a significant phase shift ($\Delta \phi$) has been obtained from the proposed tunable HIS with the maximum $\Delta \phi$ of 177.4° observed at about 14 GHz. The corresponding magnitude is not shown here, since due to the very low losses of the structure, there was no prominent resonance but just a 0.5 dB ripple below zero over the measured frequency range caused by standing wave reflections during the measurement. Although the concept of the proposed design has been validated from the measurements, a comparison with the simulated performance (also included in Fig. 5) has shown that the actual displacement that has been achieved from the actuators was about 0.8 mm instead of 1 mm, which is within the initial expected error of the supplied actuators.

III. Tunable Frequency Selective Metasurfaces

In this section, a tunable FSmS structure is designed, having as a starting point the HIS described in Section II. The unit cell of the FSmS is shown in Fig. 6(a). The main feature of the proposed FSmS design is that its operation is based on a resonant cavity effect, and not the resonance of the periodic array elements (which are of subwavelength dimensions). It is well known that a Fabry–Perot type resonant cavity can be typically obtained from two highly reflective periodic arrays acting as partially reflective surfaces (PRSs), i.e., FSSs operated at frequencies away from their resonance, placed at approximately half-wavelength distance from each other [34]. This resonant cavity normally produces a passband response.

In this paper, however, one of the PRSs is replaced by a composite double layer structure described in Section III-A, acting both as a PRS and a HIS. This composite structure will be referred to as high impedance PRS (HI-PRS) and it consists of an array of square loop metallic patches printed on a thin substrate and an array of square apertures on a metallic sheet printed on the same type and thickness substrate [Fig. 6(a)]. The two surfaces are separated by a subwavelength air cavity $t$. The proposed FSmS is formed by placing another PRS at a distance $S$ from the HI-PRS [Fig. 6(a) and (b)]. Due to the reflection phase values of the HI-PRS, a significant reduction of the cavity thickness $S$ and therefore the overall profile of the FSmS is achieved as explained in Section III-B. Tuning of the passband response is obtained by changing the HI-PRS cavity $t$ using the bender actuators which alters the reflection phase and consequently the resonant condition.

A. Design of High Impedance Partially Reflective Surface

It is well known that in order to obtain a HIS response, a periodic surface has to be placed at close proximity to a ground plane or to be printed on a grounded substrate. At such structures no transmission occurs, and total reflection of the incident waves takes place. However, it has been shown in recent works [35] that if the ground plane is replaced with a nonresonant aperture array (inductive surface), the high impedance response is maintained, while obtaining a partial transmission/reflection of incident waves.
Based on the above, the HI-PRS has been designed starting from the HIS of Section II. A square loop array is printed on a thin dielectric substrate with thickness $h = 0.055$ mm and $\varepsilon_r = 3$. The periodicity of the structure and the dimensions of the square loop element are $p = 7$ mm, $l_{out} = 5$ mm, and $l_{in} = 3.5$ mm [see Fig. 6(a)] which are slightly modified compared to the HIS dimensions of Section II. Moreover, the ground plane is replaced with a square aperture array of the same periodicity ($p = 7$ mm) and aperture size $d_{a1} = 4.5$ mm.

The array is printed on the same type and thickness substrate and placed over the square loop array at a distance $t$ as shown in Fig. 6.

The structure has been simulated in CST for different cavity distances $t$ from 1 to 3 mm and the extracted reflection coefficients are depicted in Fig. 7. It can be seen from the magnitude of the reflection coefficient [Fig. 7(a)] that a partial reflection is obtained, while a high impedance operation in terms of the reflection phase is achieved for operation between approximately 10 and 15 GHz for the particular cavity thicknesses [Fig. 7(b)]. In Fig. 7(a), it is shown that the minimum of the reflection magnitude becomes less prominent as the cavity thickness increases corresponding to higher reflection and reduced transmission of the incident plane wave. Moreover, Fig. 7(b) shows a decreased slope of the reflection phase for increased cavity thickness.

**B. Frequency Selective Metasurfaces Based on High Impedance PRS**

The HI-PRS described in the previous subsection is subsequently employed to create the proposed FSmS (Fig. 6). The square aperture PRS placed at distance $S$ below the HI-PRS has periodicity equal to the periodicity of the HI-PRS array ($p = 7$ mm), while the size of the aperture is $d_{a2} = 4.5$ mm. As explained earlier, the concept of the proposed FSmS is based on a cavity type resonance, which is obtained by satisfying the resonance condition

$$\phi_{HI-PRS} + \phi_{PRS} - \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} 2S = \pm 2N\pi, \quad N = 0, 1, 2 \ldots$$

where $\phi_{HI-PRS}$ is the reflection phase of the HI-PRS, $\phi_{PRS}$ the reflection phase of the PRS, and $\lambda$ the wavelength. For operation at 16.11 GHz, substituting the reflection phase of the HI-PRS for $t = 1$ mm which is $\phi_{HI-PRS} = -80.88^\circ$ [Fig. 7(b)] and the reflection phase of the PRS which is $\phi_{PRS} = 157.81^\circ$ in (1), the cavity distance should be $S = 2$ mm. Indeed,
from the simulated transmission coefficient magnitude of the proposed FSmS for \( t = 1 \) mm and \( S = 2 \) mm shown in Fig. 8(a), a passband is observed at \( f = 16 \) GHz which is very close to the calculated operational frequency from the theoretical analysis.

By employing the same tuning technique as in the case of the tunable HIS of Section II, the reflection phase of the HI-PRS can be tuned. This is achieved using bender actuators to increase the cavity distance \( t \) by displacing the upper layer of the composite structure, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). It is expected that if the cavity distance \( S \) between the PRS and the HI-PRS is kept constant, then the resonance condition (1) will be satisfied for lower frequencies as \( t \) increases and tuning of the passband will be obtained. This can be demonstrated from the black dotted line in Fig. 7(b) which shows the ideal phase for the HI-PRS that satisfies the resonant condition (1).

The points where the dotted line intersects the simulated reflection phase for \( t = 1 \) mm and \( t = 3 \) mm is presented in Fig. 8(a) and shows a tuning of the passband from 16 to 14 GHz, which is only slightly less than that expected from the theoretical analysis. Moreover, it can be observed that the insertion loss is between 0.28 dB (\( t = 2 \) mm) and 0.85 dB (\( t = 1 \) mm). The corresponding reflection magnitude of the structure is also shown in Fig. 8(b). The reflection magnitude is below \(-10\) dB for all cavity distances, except from \( t = 1 \) mm where it is slightly higher than \(-10\) dB.

The slightly increased insertion loss at the extreme cases of \( t = 3 \) mm and more significantly \( t = 1 \) mm is attributed to mismatch effects and becomes more pronounced in the following case. If the HI-PRS is operated close to the AMC frequency, and more specifically where the reflection phase is \( \phi_{HI-PRS} = -10^\circ \), then from (1) the cavity thickness \( S \) becomes equal to 4.24 mm. For this case, the ideal reflection phase \( \phi_{HI-PRS} \) versus frequency is presented in Fig. 7(b) with the red dotted line. Consequently, the estimated tuning range of an alternative FSmS structure with \( S = 4.24 \) mm can be extracted again from the intersection points of the ideal phase with the reflection phase for \( t = 1 \) mm and \( t = 3 \) mm. Therefore, as can be seen from the figure, the expected tuning range is \( \Delta f = 2.84 \) GHz which is larger than the one obtained from the design with \( S = 2 \) mm. This is also shown from the transmission response of the new structure for \( t = 1 \) mm to \( t = 3 \) mm [Fig. 9(a)], with the passband tuned from 14.77 to 11.92 GHz (\( \Delta f = 2.85 \) GHz). This increase in the tuning range of this particular alternative structure is expected, since as we move toward the point where the reflection phase is zero, the phase curves for different cavity distances \( t \) tend to exhibit higher spectral separation, whereas at higher frequencies the phase curves tend to converge [Fig. 7(b)].

However, although the last design has the advantage of a larger tuning range compared to the first design, it exhibits worse performance in terms of the insertion loss, particularly for small values of \( t \). This is evident from the transmission coefficient as well as the reflection coefficient response of the structure [Fig. 9(b)]. The latter is below \(-10\) dB only for the case of \( t = 3 \) mm while the insertion loss is 2.33 dB for \( t = 1 \) mm. This effect is related to the resonant cavity nature of the structure. Such structures should have similar reflectivities between the layers forming the cavity in order to
avoid impedance mismatch, which causes increased insertion loss [34]. So, a better explanation of the observed insertion loss can be obtained from Fig. 7(a), showing the reflection magnitude $R$ of the PRS, as well as the values of $R$ of the two alternative HI-PRS designs at each operating frequency (corresponding to the different cavity distances $t$) with the dotted lines. It can be observed that the reflection magnitude of the HI-PRS with $S = 4.24$ mm (red dotted line) exhibits a large variation for $t = 1$ mm to $t = 3$ mm with respect to that of the PRS. In contrast, in the case of the proposed HI-PRS with $S = 2$ mm (black dotted line) the total variation of the reflection magnitude is significantly less ($\Delta R = 1.14$ dB as opposed to 1.84 dB for the case of $S = 4.24$ mm) and follows closer the reflection magnitude of the PRS, resulting in better performance in terms of insertion loss.

Another reason for choosing the design with $S = 2$ mm is the reduced total profile varying from $\lambda/6$ for $t = 1$ mm to $\lambda/4$ for $t = 3$ mm, while for the case of $S = 4.24$ mm the profile is at least $\lambda/3$. This thinner profile results in a more angularly stable structure, which is evident from Fig. 10. In particular, the figure shows the transmission response for $t = 1$ mm for both designs with angles of incidence from $0^\circ$ to $30^\circ$. It can be seen that the proposed structure exhibits a very small shift (1.1%) while the design with $S = 4.24$ mm undergoes a shift from 14.77 to 15.24 GHz (3.1%). Finally, the proposed concept can be extended to even thinner cavities with optimized HI-PRS and PRS which will provide even better angular stability. Finally the tunable performance of the proposed structure can be used in order to provide angularly stable responses for even higher angles of incidence.

C. Measurements of Fabricated Prototype

Finally, a prototype of the proposed tunable FSS has been fabricated in order to experimentally validate the concept. Three periodic arrays of $35 \times 35$ elements have been fabricated, two arrays of square apertures etched off a copper sheet and one array of square loop copper elements. Each of the arrays was printed on thin polyester films with $\varepsilon_r = 3$, $\tan\delta = 0.03$, thickness 0.055 mm and overall dimensions 250 mm $\times$ 250 mm ($12.5\lambda \times 12.5\lambda$). To facilitate the measurement set up and define the fixed distance $S = 2$ mm, the PRS array has been glued to a 2 mm thick Rohacell-51 substrate ($\varepsilon_r \approx 1$). The square loop array has been glued to the other side of the Rohacell-51 substrate, carefully aligning the two arrays. Subsequently, spacers of 1.1 mm thickness where placed around the square loop array where the bender actuators have been positioned. Finally, the other square aperture array (forming the upper layer of the composite HI-PRS) has been glued to polystyrene foam to make it rigid and placed on top, supported by the actuators. Two horn antennas were used for the measurement of the transmission characteristics of the fabricated prototype for different voltages applied to the actuators. The measured transmission response in comparison with the corresponding simulated results is shown in Fig. 11. Good agreement has been obtained with an achieved tuning of 8.8% for $\Delta t = 1.2$ mm. Moreover, a dynamic range of more than 20 dB at 15.3 GHz has been achieved for voltages 0 and 60 V, demonstrating that the proposed FSS can be tuned from a transmitting to a reflecting structure. It should be pointed out at this point that the actuators used for this measurement produced a displacement of 1.2 mm which is within the $\pm 20\%$ of manufacturing error. Table I shows a comparison of the major tuning parameters between our proposed technology and other recently reported technologies for tunable FSS over 10 GHz. The proposed technology in this paper exhibits very low losses compared to other techniques and very good tuning performance.

IV. CONCLUSION

Dynamically tunable low-loss high impedance and FSSs based on piezoelectric bender actuators have been demonstrated through simulation and experiments. Initially a HIS has been designed and measured giving a phase shift of 177.4° at 14 GHz. Subsequently, a new type of FSS has been presented based on multilayer metasurfaces achieving a measured tuning of the passband of 8.8% for operation around 14.7 GHz. Both structures exhibit very low loss performance. The proposed structures and tuning technique are directly scalable to higher mm-wave frequencies paving the way for a new class of low-loss tunable mm-wave FSS and related structures.
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